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Key features of virtual memorials
• Vernacular – as opposed to elite, celebrity or spectacular
death
• Flexible – can be done at any time, pre, peri or post mortem
• Access – to all who have some level of web literacy,
accessible also to those who experience disenfranchised
grief (for a pet, miscarriage)
• Can be visited and updated at any time and can allow for
an infinite number of visitors
• Can enable the formation of a community who are come to
collectively grieve and thus provide support to each other.
• Therapeutic in terms of giving public expression to what is
normally considered a private experience

Re-framing Grief Online
•
•
•
•
•
•

Emotive register - visual and linguistic
Explicit
Narrative/story
intimate
Public expression of private grief
Continuity of the expression of grief over time

A Visual Lexicon of Grief
Flowers and candles
• Serve as images of remembrance
• They appear as gifts that can be placed on memorial
pages across a wide variety of sites, as well as symbolic
images decorating websites
Hearts, and toys
• Serve as gifts of comfort and express love, nostalgic stories
about the past, youth
Champagne, wine, and balloons
• Mark a condolence as a celebration of life, or a final
“cheers” for the one who has passed; to commemorate a
special date, like a birthday or anniversary

Lexicon of Grief - Common Imagery
Found on Cyber Memorial Websites
• Greenery - pictured by trees, flowers, leaves, the colour green
• Juxtaposition of old and young - this usually appears within the
header image. Symbolic of the passing of time, rebirth, and
sustaining a legacy.
• Muted colour scheme - memorials tend to use softer colours:
light blue, green, purple and pink, pale yellow, beige and white
• Shining light or open sky - Angels connoting innocence,
transcendence, transition into the ethereal
• Bridges - often surrounded by light or opening skies, innocence

1) Example: InMemoriam

• Prevalence of metaphors of
nature: greenery, plants,
light
• Symbolizing a continuation
of life through growth
• 1) discourse of
exceptionality and 2)
groundedness or rootedness
in society (starting new life in
a foreign place and sowing
one’s seeds so to speak and
3) spreading one’s “seed”
through kin and biological
lineage
• Intimating at growth and
expansion of one’s family
tree

InMemoriam

2) Legacy

● Home page brandishes images of
remarkable people, namely celebrities
● Discourse of exceptionality plays out
vividly through the photographs (Male)
● Main memorial page for “ordinary”
individuals is obscure

Legacy

3) MuchLoved
• www.muchloved.com
• Memorials stored in 48 separate
“Remembrance Gardens”
•Referring to earthly and fantastical
worlds: the village, floral, water as well
as fairytale kingdom, heavenly
sanctuary and celestial skies
•Notion of garden alludes to JudeoChristian idea of paradise abundance of natural goods and
resources

MuchLoved
• Option of uploading photographs of loved ones
or select among inventory of stock photographs
site provides
• Stock pictures of natural landscapes or plants and
flowers, sunsets, mountains and grass (devoid of
people); or playful things like toys, teddy bears
(popular), heart balloon, soccer ball, watch,
private letter, candle, champagne glasses; in
other words, objects of comfort or celebration
• Predominance of greenery - lush, regeneration,
life, growth, birth, fertile, life, abundance,
magnificent, majestic, outdoors

MuchLoved

Public expression of Grief – Affirmation of Self
• “In fashioning ourselves as publicly knowable subjects,
we recognize experiences as real and worthy of note.
Authentication of private memories demands a public,
in this case a virtual, scene.”
(Hartelius, 2010, p. 69).

Types of Virtual Graveyards & Memorials: the
institutional dimension of death

Individual

Social
Movement &
NGO

State-run,
managed

Momentous
Tragedies

● All 3 sites belong to the
“NGO” category through
their registration as a
charity (MuchLoved) or
affiliation with funeral
homes and newspapers
(InMemoriam and Legacy)

Observations
• Emphasis on growth and regeneration through the allusion to nature
• Emotive – reference to ‘broken hearts’, ‘loved’, etc. coded into generic signs to
capture one’s “essence” (ex: pink background for a woman, teddy bears,
footballs for a young man, etc.)
• Discourse of transcendence as well as exceptionality
• Heavy mention of lineage –serves a two-fold purpose:
(a) acknowledging the survivors; (b) reflecting on how able the deceased was
in terms of fathering/mothering offspring – speaks to virility and survival
(biological rationale) - family tree
• Family Tree: This “tree” of lineage manifested in photo albums of memorial
pages

